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 The game I was playing with was Infinity: Battle Cross, and here is the session of that game which is my first [example]( of my
dark mode. As you can see, it looks very good. Finally, if you are interested in the more trivial (and non-game-related) side of
things: I tested [Corona dark mode]( on my iPad Pro during lockdown — it works! [Time to flip the switch]( **As of May 16,

2020, I have ended the Corona dark mode experiment because the last thing I want to do is to stop people from getting back into
the game we all love — but do follow [this link]( to see what I wrote on why I pulled the plug. ** ~~~ mrkeen > Finally, if you
are interested in the more trivial (and non-game-related) > side of things: I tested [Corona dark mode]( > experiment) on my

iPad Pro during lockdown — it works! On the laptop version of Firefox, I find using a dark background keeps my focus on the
page better. luxpir My turn to make a useless comment! On the laptop, I find the opposite — dark background goes better with
a dark theme. It's like it amplifies the contrast, which helps focus. As for why? Not sure, possibly because the text is grey and in

many colors. floatrock On Mac, dark mode amplifies contrast when I have a light background because my default colours are
very dark (grey, grey, black). When I use a dark theme, I change the default colours to white, black, and light grey, and the

contrast lowers significantly. ------ ColinWright I had thought that this 82157476af
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